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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a prototypical, Web based data conversion framework and its underlying data representation principles which allow conversions from and to any data format. Therefore, a data model is proposed which allows storing values of arbitrary types, including inter-data dependencies and meta information. Furthermore, an Extensible Markup Language (XML) based model to describe data formats is provided which allows specifying programs to convert data represented in existing formats both from and to the proposed data model. It will be shown that these programs are Turing complete, thus allowing the same arbitrarily complex conversions which are possible with Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) or the C programming language. Finally, the components of a prototypical Web based implementation in form of a validator, a data converter and a data generator are described. In combination with a data editor, parts of this prototypical implementation are already employed in several use cases in the industry and other research projects to transform data between different formats.
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INTRODUCTION
Whenever huge quantities of information from industrial applications need to be stored, transformation and manipulation of data is a complex issue. Vast amount of data combined with proprietary data formats, which are generated from different data sources, pose a great challenge for data handling. To address this issue, we present a fully integrated solution which enables storage and transformation of arbitrary data formats.

Our approach is based on two essential models: a generic data model and an XML model. The generic data model allows storage of arbitrary data formats, including meta information and interdependencies. The XML model specifies data formats and serves as transformation language from and to the original data representations. In addition, a universal data converter and a generator are implemented in a prototype framework. Figure 1 shows our complete conversion approach. Based on the XML model, a program for transformation only needs to be specified once for a particular data format. The same model will be used for both conversion and generation.
Figure 1. Overview of the data conversion and generation framework based on the proposed data and XML model. Data available in different formats is converted to the data model representation using the data converter which transforms data based on a program specified by the XML model. The data generator enables the export into arbitrary formats.

Similar to our XML model, a transformation language has been realized in XSLT by the W3C (2007). While both, their and our approach, are Turing complete (Brainerd & Landweber, 1974) and allow the conversion of arbitrarily complex data formats, the XSLT version requires a different data format specification for each transformation direction (input and output). Furthermore, the XSLT implementation does not specify how storage inside the database is handled, while in our approach storage structures are explicitly defined by the generic data model. biXid, a bidirectional transformation language, is shown by Kawanaka and Hosoya (2006) and designed for the transformation of XML formats only, as is XMLTrans proposed by Walker, Petitpierre, and Armstrong (2000). Another related language targeting model transformation is DSLTrans, proposed by Barroca, Lucio, Amaral, Felix, and Sousa (2010), which however, is Turing incomplete.

In addition to the lack of a generic data model (see XSLT above), parser generators like ANTLR (Parr, 2007) cannot be used for text generation, while text processing software like awk (IEEE, 2004) or commercial data converters like Altova MapForce (Altova, 2011) impose limits on data formats and/or the complexity of the conversion. As this makes them and all similar solutions either non-universal or not as flexible as our approach, they are not reviewed in detail.

The paper is structured as follows: first, the XML model as the core part of our approach which allows for data format description and conversion is explained. After showing the Turing completeness of said XML model in the subsequent section, the generic data model for storing data values, their dependencies and the corresponding meta information is described. The Web based prototypical implementation of a universal data converter and data generator based on the two models, i.e. the data and the XML model, is described in the “Implementation” section.

THE XML MODEL

In order to specify the format of data to be parsed or generated, we developed an XML model, implemented in form of an XML schema (W3C, 2004) whose complexity is sufficient to model any computer program as shown in the subsequent section. By design, programs specified by the model, i.e. data format descriptions, are capable of both parsing and data generation. As a result, only one description of the data format is required for specification and allows both reading as well as writing data of this format.

For reading a file of a particular format, our data converter parses the file according to the program specified by the XML model, storing all relevant data in the data base, which can be accessed by the program as described below. Similarly, our data generator reads data from the data base and writes the output to a file according to the format specification. As described
below, both the data converter and the data generator rely on the same programs which are specified by the XML model.

The XML model describes a set of blocks and block groups which form the core part of our model. The functionality of a block is specified by its type and additional parameters, including means to access the database based on the generic data model described below. Depending on the context (parsing or generation), blocks may behave differently. E.g., when used in a reading context, a certain block will parse a constant character X from an input file. When used in a writing context, the same block will generate a constant character X in an output file.

The default block types which have been specified allow for reading and writing of constants as well as default data types supported by the data model. Additional formats (e.g. the use of “,” or “.” as comma separator for floating point values) may be specified for convenience. Formats which are currently unsupported can be processed using a similar set of blocks and intermediate operations as the ones described below. In order to ensure the Turing completeness of the specified programs, so called register blocks are introduced which can temporarily store values of a predefined type which may be altered by change operations. For permanent storage, the database connection available for the data of each block can be used, relying on a physical database model of our proposed conceptual data model.

In addition to the blocks which are processed one after another, various control flow operations are available. Conditional execution can be modeled by if sections which allow for the values of blocks to be compared. This includes database values, constants and data input and output. Similar to any programming language, the true or false branch is processed depending on the result of the comparison. Loops can be defined by for sections which include a condition for termination similar to if sections as well as an iterate section which is executed repeatedly until the termination condition occurs.

For convenience, control flow simplifications have been introduced. A set of consecutive blocks can be combined to a block group with a unique name. Block group references can be used to execute the blocks contained in a group at another point of the program. This is accomplished by referring to the block group by its name, thus avoiding repeated definitions at multiple locations in the code. The nesting of block groups and references is also supported, including the possibility to refer to single blocks, called block references.

Block group references are similar to function calls in procedural programming languages, although parameters are not explicitly specified. In order to pass or return parameters, an additional stack-like construct can be accessed using a param type block for pushing and a result type block for popping: This is similar to the call stack used for implementing function calls on most computer architectures (Wirth, 1996). Values of register blocks can be assigned to param blocks using their block references. Similarly, values of result blocks can be assigned to register blocks the other way around. The current implementation does not check for stack consistency, although this can be easily implemented and therefore remains future work.

TURING COMPLETENESS OF THE XML MODEL

The XML model allows specifying both input and output formats with one single description. When only considering it as the specification of an input format, it describes a program or, more abstract, a Turing machine (Herken, 1995) with two bands – one for reading input from an arbitrary file and one for writing intermediate results to a temporary storage or a database. This includes space for a stack-like structure for the parameters of operations similar to function calls. The latter is included solely for convenience and may also be modeled by a third band of the
Turing machine as depicted in Figure 2. The two (or three) bands are of finite length as they are limited by the number of bytes in the input file and the memory available for storing intermediate results, respectively. The alphabet of the input band is the set of UTF-8 characters (Yergeau, 2003) for text files or single bits or bytes in the case of binary files. While one alphabet would be sufficient, the second one is provided for the sake of convenience. Differently, the band used for temporary storage uses an alphabet which is able to represent all available data types in binary form, i.e. \{0,1\}^* when omitting the limitation of a finite amount of available memory used for representation.

Figure 2. XML model based program illustrated as a Turing machine with three bands and the corresponding read/write heads depicted by arrows. By example, the input band represents the content of an input file with UTF-8 alphabet. The program has processed one input value which is stored in binary form in the data base.

To show the Turing completeness of the XML model, it is sufficient to prove that any partial \(\mu\)-recursive function (which is equivalent to a Turing machine in terms of computable functions (Singh, 2009)), can be computed by a program specified by the model. This is demonstrated in the subsequent paragraphs by showing that the building blocks of partial \(\mu\)-recursive functions, i.e. three functions and three operators (Soare, 1987), can be represented by the XML model. The blocks in the XML model are able to store data of different data types, such as integers, floats and many more. However, partial \(\mu\)-recursive functions operate on natural numbers which can be represented using \textit{uint64} data types for a limited range or using a custom data type of arbitrary size which stores values only limited by the size of the available memory.

Considering partial \(\mu\)-recursive functions, the constant function can be easily represented by a \texttt{register} block with the specified value. It can be referred to in other parts of the program. E.g., to model the successor function, a \texttt{change} block will modify the value of the \texttt{register} block by using the \texttt{increment} operator. Other operators are allowed by the XML model for convenience, although they are not required for Turing completeness.
Reading data from the input band, i.e. the input file being processed, the projection function of the \textit{outermost} function call can be modeled as a read operation from the input band with a constant or variable offset, specified by the type of the corresponding block. Although the read head of the input band can only be advanced but not reversed, it is possible to save any information from the input band into register blocks and retrieve it from them at a later stage. The projection function in general can be modeled by a block group which is invoked by a block group reference. The actual parameters of the function are passed using a \textit{param} type block indicating the number of arguments and the value of each parameter which are pushed onto a stack (Wirth, 1996). As described earlier, this corresponds to the third band of the Turing machine. Function evaluation relies on the return values of the appropriate block group references, passed by \textit{result} type blocks.

Composition can be modeled by repeated invocation of block group references, i.e. a block group reference within a block group reference. Passing parameters is performed in the same way as described above. Similarly, primitive recursion with $h(y, x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$ being $f(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$ for $y = 0$ and $g(y, h(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n), x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$ otherwise may be represented by a block group consisting of an \textit{if} condition comparing the first parameter ($y$) to zero. Depending on the result, either a sequence of blocks representing function $f$ (or a block group reference to it) is evaluated, or function $h$ is evaluated repeatedly through recursion and composed with $g$.

The minimization operator $\mu$ can be implemented using a \textit{for} loop. The \textit{for} loop uses two \textit{register} blocks; one for the loop counter and another one for the \textit{exit} flag, respectively. The \textit{exit} flag is a Boolean \textit{register} block which is initialized to \textit{false}. The \textit{for} loop iterates until a condition changes the value of the \textit{exit} flag to \textit{true}. The minimization operator $\mu$ is implemented by using the loop counter as an input argument for the function to be minimized. The loop counter is incremented in each iteration of the loop and the function is evaluated. If the result of the function is zero, the minimum of the function has been found.

The comparison to zero can be implemented using an \textit{equal} operator within an \textit{if} section, comparing the returned value to the constant zero (specified as described above for constant functions in general). In the case of a successful comparison, a \textit{change} block switches the value of the \textit{exit} flag to \textit{true}. By doing so, the program flow exits the \textit{for} loop at the point at which the function is zero with the loop counter as its argument. This leaves the return value of the minimization operator (i.e., the argument of the function at its minimum) in the loop counter \textit{register} block for further evaluation, e.g. for a \textit{result} block to use it as the return value of a block group.

Since the XML model allows the specification of Turing complete programs, all input files which can be interpreted by computer programs can be parsed by a program which is specified by the proposed XML model. Turing machine equivalence also holds for the generation of files, with the only difference being that the input and output band are switched. Note that the input band in the data generation scenario may refer to the data base and the data stored therein, specifying data access using appropriate blocks. The additional band for function call parameters is optional and remains for convenience, although it could be included into the second band as described above.

\textbf{THE GENERIC DATA MODEL}

Our universal data converter enables the transformation of acquired data sets into a generic data model. It uses a parser which is specified graphically or by programming based on the underlying XML model. The data which is processed by the program is then stored in a database.
which is based on the proposed data model for further processing and storage, allowing for both modification and export into other formats using our data generator.

In order to allow the representation of all existing and future data formats, we propose a generic data model which allows storing arbitrarily complex data types in binary form, including metadata which simplifies the conversion from and to the format specified by the model. Due to the metadata being stored in addition to the actual data, it is possible to represent encrypted and compressed data as well as binary values of arbitrary size and endianness. The binary values represent the actual data which is associated with a predefined (e.g. int16, int32, float according to IEEE 754 (IEEE, 1985)) or a custom data type, denoted by the data type entity in the entity relationship (ER) model (Chen, 1976) depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Simplified ER model of the proposed data model. Attributes denoted with <Removed> are omitted for the sake of readability, specifying additional properties of the corresponding entities. The central data value entity stores a binary representation of a value, the other entities supply meta information.

To represent list or tree structures, dependencies between single elements can be modeled. Other arbitrary forms of dependencies can be modeled based on dependencies between single elements. In addition, association of the data with physical SI (Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, 2006) units allows for a description of the stored values and automated data conversion, which can be done implicitly up to a certain degree. Consider the following example: the SI units for meters and seconds are stored by default in the unit table (in a data base derived from the ER model in Figure 3 as described by Ott (2011)). To specify velocity in meters per second as a new unit, meters are used as nominator and seconds are used as denominator, respectively, both with a cardinality of one and no additional factors.

In a similar way, to represent acceleration in meters per second squared, meters are used in the nominator with a cardinality of one and seconds are used in the denominator with a cardinality of two. This approach to represent the units of data values also allows for implicit conversion. E.g., to convert from meters per second to kilometers per hour, kilometers per hour are specified as a new unit with the meters per second unit in the nominator with a factor of 3.6 and an offset of zero. This is all the information required for the conversion between data values with those two units.

In addition, each unit can be combined with a prefix, e.g. micro, Mega etc., which is specified by a prefix symbol and a corresponding factor. The prefix can then be associated with a unit. The
A combination of both can then again be used to derive new units in the same fashion as described above. Consider the example of a unit specifying cable cross-sections in square millimeters. Creating a milli prefix with a factor of 0.001 and combining it to a new unit mm (for millimeters), the unit mm squared can be derived by using mm with a cardinality of two as nominator.

As our proposed data model also allows storing both absolute and relative measurement errors for each data value (omitted for the sake of readability), it is predestined to represent data sets acquired from measurements of industrial processes, e.g. captured temperature values or voltages. In addition, the data model is able to store whether a single data value is valid and if it specifies an absolute or a relative value. Furthermore, a date and time stamp for each measurement, as well as the sampling interval for a series of measurements can be stored and used for calculating derivatives and accumulations, e.g., the amount of water flowing through a tube in a specified time interval. To illustrate the process of data storage the following simple example is considered: a comma separated list of temperature values in degrees centigrade is available in form of a plain text file. In order to read the temperature values into the data base, an XML model for the given file format is specified and used by the data converter. To represent a list, the data model is utilizing a series of dependencies in form of a binary tree. The tree (depicted in Figure 4) is constructed in such a way, that one child node is containing an empty element (NULL), while the other child node is containing a value and a sub-tree consisting of all subsequent elements.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** Binary tree representing a list of values. The root node and each top child node, except the last one, contain a value, while the bottom child nodes do not exist, i.e. they are NULL. Each value node except the root node has a parent node, including the last NULL node whose parent is the last actual value of the list.

In order to specify the input file format, an XML model is created consisting of a variable type block referring to a float type data base value and a static block representing the constant comma (",") separating the values in the input file. These two blocks are enclosed by a for loop which iterates until the end of the file (eof) is reached. The variable type block parses the float values and uses the value from the last iteration as the parent element for the value which is read in the current iteration (requiring the data converter to save this value temporarily). Thus, it stores a list in form of a tree as described above. Note that this example does not consider platform dependent representations of floating point values as this would exceed the scope of this short example.

Data which is stored within the proposed data model can be grouped, augmented and changed in an intuitive way. To facilitate this, we developed a graphical component for data manipulation which endows a broad set of statistical functions to enhance stored data and generate new data sets. E.g., this can used to supply test data. Unwanted or incomplete data can easily be enriched, changed or padded.
When the data converter with an XML model is applied to an arbitrary file containing temperature values formatted as described above as input, temperature values of this file will be read into the database. As the XML model allows describing the SI unit of each value, the information that all temperature values are stored in degrees centigrade in the database is included as meta information. The conversion of units, e.g., degrees centigrade to Kelvin, is implicitly specified. The basic SI units are stored by default in the database, their arithmetic relation to derive units is in this case specified by an offset (273.15) and a multiplicative factor (1) and used to convert one unit into the other.

The temperature values which are stored in the database can now be transformed into any data format and any unit representation using the data generator and a corresponding XML specification containing the desired file format and unit specification. Suppose the desired output is an XML file with temperature values in Kelvin. This requires an XML model specifying a document start and end tag using static type blocks and a for loop which iterates until there are no child elements left, i.e., the content of the element is NULL. Therefore, the condition relies on the eof operator whose semantics change depending on the data flow direction (input or output).

Within the for loop, there are two static type blocks for the temperature start and end tags, respectively, as well as a variable block as described in the input example above. The variable block specifies a list structure of temperature values of type float. In contrast to the previous example, the SI unit of the block data is set to Kelvin for which an implicit conversion from degrees centigrade exists as described above. Given this XML model, the data generator can write an XML style list of temperature values in Kelvin, only requiring the first temperature value from the database as a starting point. In our implementation this can be specified by using the data generator Graphical User Interface (GUI).

As described in detail in the “Turing Completeness of the XML Model” section, the specification of the two formats can also be used to reverse the conversion process, i.e. reading an XML style list of temperature values in Kelvin and writing them as a comma separated list of values in degrees centigrade to a plain text file as depicted in Figure 5. Aside from text and XML files, arbitrarily complex input and output data formats can be processed, including post script files, graphics and many more. Since a single definition of a format through an XML model is being used for both input and output, respectively, the specification process is greatly simplified resulting in significant savings of time and resources.
IMPLEMENTATION

For proof of concept, the three main components of the framework depicted in Figure 1 (the data converter, the data storage and the data generator) have been implemented prototypically as a Rich Internet Application (RIA) which combines the user interaction of a desktop application with the flexibility of the Web. Like most modern business applications it is built on centralized data storage, along with platform independent tools to process data.

The implementation utilizes the Ext.NET framework (http://www.ext.net/) in combination with the ASP.NET (http://www.asp.net/) technology hosted on an Internet Information Services (IIS) Web server. The data is stored within a relational Microsoft Structured Query Language (SQL) Server database management system using our generic data model described in the “The Generic Data Model” section. The architecture of the prototypical implementation is based on the Model-View-Control (MVC) design pattern (Galloway, Haack, Wilson, & Allen, 2011). This entails grouping the main functionalities of the framework and isolating the business logic from the user presentation. An additional service layer provides direct access to the main functionalities using the JavaScript Object Notation Remote Procedure Call (JSON-RPC) (JSON-RPC Working Group, 2009) protocol. The asynchronous communication allows for better interaction with the client while preserving flexibility and reusability of the service interface for arbitrary clients.

In addition, a message service using Comet technology based upon the Bayeux protocol (Russel, Wilkins, Davis, & Nesbitt, 2007) is provided. Server messages can be pushed directly to the client in order to trigger actions and to update its state. This enables the live monitoring of the conversion process of a specific file. E.g., a test coordinator can subscribe to the message service and therefore obtain live status updates about its corresponding conversion task. The test
The coordinator is informed when the conversion process starts, progresses and eventually either fails or succeeds. Depending on his permission level, the subscriber can view the messages and control the process, allowing him e.g. to abort or to suspend the whole conversion.

As outlined in the “The XML Model” section, the fundamental conversion template structure (specifying the file format) has to be defined by the user. A graphical user interface has been implemented to support the user in the creation of well formed conversion templates. These templates are then used in the Transformation Language Generator (TLG) (see below). The overall graphical user interface design of the framework relies on a Multiple Document Interface (MDI) (Galitz, 2007) approach. Each functionality is provided in form of a separate, corresponding tab window. Multiple windows within one instance of the Web page can be opened, either of which can show the same or different functionality. The TLG’s GUI as one of these functionalities is split into four main sections as depicted in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Graphical user interface for the visually aided creation of transformation templates. The user interface comprises a toolbox with all available types of block representations, a workspace, an XML editor and a validation output window. At the bottom, the XML model can be validated when edited by hand – errors, warnings and informative messages can be displayed separately for convenience.](image)

The toolbar on the left side presents all available types of conversion blocks. For the sake of simplicity, only three of all available block types are shown with their visual representation. The central section of the TLG contains the work space to create, load and edit transformation templates in a visually-aided way. This can either be done by a Drag & Drop approach presented in Figure 7 (top) or by writing the XML code instructions as depicted in Figure 7 (bottom). For the sake of illustration, Figure 7 depicts the two basic concepts figuratively and therefore differs from the actual appearance of the implementation’s blocks shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7. Graphical block and control flow representation with the corresponding program based on the XML model. The for block is split into a condition and an iteration partition in both, the visualization and the program. The iteration partition contains two blocks – one variable block with the associated float-type data in the data base and one static block consisting of a constant comma as UTF-8 character.

The Drag & Drop approach serves as a graphical, block based abstraction of the XML model syntax, thereby reducing the complexity perceived by the user. The graphical blocks show the necessary configuration parameters and enable the generation of corresponding, valid code according to the XML model. The mapping is performed completely on the client-side using JavaScript. The template can be saved and opened by using an asynchronous JSON-RPC. The corresponding XML representation is shown separately on the right-hand side of the TLG.

Before a program (i.e. an instance of a template) based on our XML model is executed to parse or generate files, its structure is validated against an XML schema definition derived from our XML model. The validation functionality is positioned at the bottom. It provides three categories of information: errors, warnings and (informative) messages. The desired information level can be specified by three buttons, showing and hiding messages of the corresponding type, respectively. The validation information is requested using an asynchronous JSON-RPC. On the server-side a parser checks whether additional constraints defined by the model are met. E.g., the string representing the data type of a block is by default limited to a predefined set of types (e.g., int32 is supported, while int128 is not).

As the TLG is expected to be operated by users with a technical background and basic programming knowledge, its user interface is modeled to appear similar to common Integrated Development Environments (IDEs). Drag & Drop functionality facilitates the operation of the TLG. The blocks incorporate validation functionality to guarantee the creation of well-formed transformation templates. The validator residing on the server side executes cross-checks on...
constraints and compliance. Additional hints (displayed as messages, see below) are provided to improve the structure of the template.

Name based references to blocks of the types which have been described in the “The XML Model” section are resolved through a simple symbol table which allows defining global and local scopes for blocks and block groups. When data is stored in the database, it can be visualized and manipulated using a browser based data editor (which is part of our future work) or any other data mining software.

Similar to the TLG, a graphical upload interface is provided to facilitate file transfers to the server and the conversion of the corresponding files. The upload tool depicted in Figure 8 includes browser fallback options to provide high browser compatibility and compliance with security restrictions within business environments.

![Figure 8. Graphical user interface with file upload functionality to process arbitrary file formats on the server-side. Once a corresponding transformation template has been selected, one or more files supported by the template can be processed and their values stored into the database. During conversion, the overall progress as well as detailed status messages are displayed. Uploading multiple files is supported, so processing can be done in parallel.](image)

The first upload option is based on the current draft of HTML5 (W3C, 2011), including Drag & Drop operation between the browser and client machine. If the calling browser does not support the HTML5 standard, the upload tool tries to fall back to a Silverlight or a Flash plug-in based upload method. If those are not supported either, it provides HTML4 (W3C, 1999) single file upload.

Each upload method uses the same stub to process the file. The conversion process can be triggered by a Web interface issuing a Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) multipart POST (W3C, 1999) command specifying the conversion template to be used as a POST parameter. The server starts a new thread for each conversion process. The upload tool automatically subscribes
to the message service to provide information about the progress of the conversion, once the file is uploaded to the server side. Vital information is reported back to the graphical user interface to notify the user of the conversion state. Due to the MDI approach, several independent conversion tasks can be processed in parallel by a single client. This is vital when different files are not sharing the same transformation template.

In order to demonstrate the functionality of our prototypical implementation in industrial settings, a variety of industrial use cases have been defined. Production data from several companies was used to successfully validate the model and the prototypical implementation of the framework. Both, disk space utilization and data processing speed scale with the underlying database management system and the used Web server. Parallel execution/conversion is limited in the same way. As the current implementation is a prototype, detailed performance comparisons remain future work.

**CONCLUSION**

A prototypical, Web based data conversion framework and its underlying data representation principles have been presented. On the part of data representation, a generic data model has been proposed which allows storing of data values. Additionally, an XML model has been introduced which enables the transformation from and to arbitrary data formats. As the XML model is Turing complete, all data formats which may be generated or parsed by programs written in any modern programming language, can be read or written by a program specified by the XML model. Due to the generic character of the model, only one program is required to allow both reading and writing of values of a given format. The parts required to perform the data conversion and storage process, including the validation of XML model based programs and the editing of data values within the data model, have been prototypically implemented as Web based applications and are already used in industry. Therefore, the proposed approach enables the use and conversion of distinct and proprietary formats as well as persistent and sustainable storage of the data contained therein. Furthermore, the approach greatly simplifies the transformation of arbitrary data formats. To the authors’ knowledge, no other approach currently provides a similar and comprehensive transformation and storage performance.

**OUTLOOK**

Due to their flexibility, both, the proposed generic data model and the data converter will be used, verified and extended in different future research projects, starting in March and April 2012, respectively.

Within the project *Scada::Gis*, they will support the integration of data from a state-of-the-art Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system into location based services and vice versa. This use case will demonstrate the capabilities of the generic data model and the data converter for the translation between different complex data formats, namely Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) for Process Control Unified Architecture (OPC UA) and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement (SWE).

In *SimuProd*, a research proposal for Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and its appliance in industrial applications, the proposed data model and data converter will be evaluated for the task of data acquisition from various sources in a production line. The data converter will enable the consolidation of the generated data of said sources for the purpose of simulation. As different machines often generate records in proprietary formats, the data converter will facilitate this
consolidation process, yielding more precise simulation models due to the possibility to integrate all data instead of selected, easily convertible data in existing approaches.

First results of the application and evaluation of both proposed components are expected in late 2012.
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